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I thought it would be interesting to present a recent entry in the
mathematician John Baez’s Diary ([1]) on some extremes in mathematics
from the Bourbaki school, namely, how many symbols it would take to
define the number “1.”
I don’t know if the “mathematician” Nicolas Bourbaki holds any
significance for students today, but in my time (math graduate school in the
1960s) the Bourbaki approach seemed to permeate everything.
My first exposure to Bourbaki was as a humorous figure described by
Paul Halmos in his 1957 article in the Scientific American ([2])—the humor
being that Bourbaki did not exist. (More details can be found by Googling
or at Wikipedia ([3]).) As Halmos wrote:
One of the legends surrounding the name is that about 25 or 30 years
ago first-year students at the Ecole Normale Superieure (where most French
mathematicians get their training) were annually exposed to a lecture by a
distinguished visitor named Nicolas Bourbaki, who was in fact an amateur
actor disguised in a patriarchal beard, and whose lecture was a masterful
piece of mathematical double-talk. It is necessary to insert a word of
Scientific American
warning about the unreliability of most Bourbaki stories. While the
members of this cryptic organization have taken no blood oath of secrecy, most of them are so
amused by their own joke that their stories about themselves are intentionally conflicting and
apocryphal. ([2])

Nicholas Bourbaki was the pseudonym for a group of French mathematicians who wished to
write a treatise which would be, as Halmos stated, “a survey of all mathematics from a sophisticated
point of view” ([2]). Further:
The main features of the Bourbaki approach are a radical attitude about the right order for doing
things, a dogmatic insistence on a privately invented terminology, a clean and economical
organization of ideas and a style of presentation which is so bent on saying everything that it
leaves nothing to the imagination … ([2])

A bona fide historian of mathematics could probably describe the situation more accurately, but
from my personal experience I felt the Bourbaki approach heavily influenced the abstract definitiontheorem-proof-remark style of presentation that our graduate classes assumed. Rather than arrive at
new mathematical ideas inductively through examples and difficulties that needed to be resolved, we
were given clean abstract definitions, followed by chains of theorems and proofs that seemed to float
disconnected from anything we knew. The examples came later. Mathematics was not presented as
it might be discovered but rather as a tidy flow of Euclidean logic. I believe this approach is dubbed
the “axiomatic method.”
Refreshing my memory of Bourbaki has led me to an essay cited by Halmos, “The Architecture
of Mathematics,”([4] (1950)) where Bourbaki explained their approach, including a corroboration of
my impression of the axiomatic method. Cast in the best light, it is an exiting view, one for which in
fact I have provided some examples: “The Essence of Mathematics,”1 where seemingly disparate
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http://josmfs.net/2019/03/03/the-essence-of-mathematics/
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games yield tic-tac-toe as a unifying abstraction, and “Point Set Toplogy,”2 where questions of
infinite processes, limits, and nearness lead from numbers to points in space, to collections of
functions, to metric spaces, and then to topologies as a final unifying abstraction. This collecting
together of seemingly unrelated entities into a unifying abstraction was a defining characteristic of
20th century mathematics and very exciting. But to my mind, the axiomatic method took a shortcut—it skipped the presentation of the disparate entities and went directly to the abstraction and its
study. Later on it introduced the scattered instances of the abstraction as “examples”. But I contend
the human mind learns though examples by an inductive process. The result is a collection of
concrete images that motivates the exploration of the abstraction and its consequences. Without
those preliminaries, studying abstractions for their own sake is a difficult task. Many is the time
Feynman got pleasure in tweaking some physicist with a concrete situation that the physicist did not
realize was a special case of some abstraction. Somehow studying only abstractions one looses touch
with the concrete.
But I digress. I now present the logical extreme which is Bourbaki—John Baez’s Diary:

April 14, 2020
The French mathematicians who went under the pseudonym Nicolas Bourbaki did a lot of good
things—but not so much in the foundations of mathematics. Adrian Mathias, a student of John
Conway, showed their definition of “1” would be incredibly long, written out in full. 3

One reason is that their definition of the number 1 is complicated in the first place. Here it is. I
don’t understand it. Do you?4

2
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http://josmfs.net/2018/12/28/point-set-topology/
https://www.dpmms.cam.ac.uk/~ardm/inefff.pdf
https://www.dpmms.cam.ac.uk/~ardm/inefff.pdf
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But worse, they don’t take ∃, “there exists”, as primitive. Instead they define it—in a truly
wretched way. They use a version of Hilbert’s “choice operator”. For any formula Φ(x) they define a
quantity that’s a choice of x making Φ(x) true if such an choice exists, and just anything otherwise.
Then they define ∃xΦ(x) to mean Φ holds for this choice.5

This builds the axiom of choice into the definition of ∃and ∀. Worse, their implementation of
this idea leads to huge formulas. And in the 1970 edition, things got much worse! 6

You can read Mathias’ paper here:
Adrian R. D. Mathias, “A term of length 4,523,659,424,929”7 Synthese 133 (2002), 75–86.
For my own overview, see:
John Baez, “Bigness (Part 1)”,8 Azimuth, April 13, 2020.

April 16, 2020
Bourbaki’s final perfected definition of the number 1, printed out on paper, would be 200,000
times as massive as the Milky Way.
At least that’s what a calculation by the logician Robert Solovay showed. But the details of that
calculation are lost. So I asked around. I asked Robert Solovay, who is retired now, and he said he
would redo the calculation.
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https://www.dpmms.cam.ac.uk/~ardm/inefff.pdf
https://www.dpmms.cam.ac.uk/~ardm/inefff.pdf
https://www.dpmms.cam.ac.uk/~ardm/inefff.pdf
https://johncarlosbaez.wordpress.com/2020/04/13/bigness-part-1/
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I asked on MathOverflow,9 and was surprised to find my question harshly attacked. I was accused
of “ranting”. Someone said the style of my question was “awful”.10

Maybe they thought I was attacking Bourbaki. That’s not my real goal here. I’m thinking of
writing a book about large numbers, so I’m doing a bit of research.
Admittedly, I added the remark saying Mathias’ paper is “polemical” after Todd Trimble, a
moderator at MathOverflow, recommended doing some such thing.
Later Solovay said it would be hard to redo his calculation — and if he did he’d probably get a
different answer, because there are different ways to make the definition precise.
But here’s some good news. José Grimm redid the calculation. He did it twice, and got two
different answers, both bigger than Solovay’s. According to these results Bourbaki’s definition of
“1”, written on paper, may be 400 billion times heavier than the Milky Way. 11
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https://mathoverflow.net/questions/357498/bourbakis-definition-of-the-number-1
https://mathoverflow.net/questions/357498/bourbakis-definition-of-the-number-1
https://mathoverflow.net/a/357558/2893
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I’m now quite convinced that a full proof of 1 + 1 = 2 in Bourbaki’s formalism, written on paper,
would require more atoms than available in the observable Universe.
Of course, they weren’t aiming for efficiency.
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